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Abstract: Skin-barrier restoration following abrasive trauma is facilitated by mediator release from
skin-resident cells, a process that has been investigated primarily in mice or simplified human sys-
tems with previous studies focusing on a limited number of biomarkers. Here, we demonstrate how
early events caused by skin-barrier disruption can be studied in a human ex vivo skin model. Ten
relevant biomarkers were recovered from the interstitial fluid by skin microdialysis with subsequent
sample analysis using a multiplex platform. As a control, the biomarker profiles obtained from
microdialysis sampling were compared to profiles of skin biopsy homogenates. We found that nine
(GM-CSF, CXCL1/GROα, CXCL8/IL-8 CXCL10/IP-10, IL-1α, IL-6, MIF, TNF-α, and VEGF) of the
10 biomarkers were significantly upregulated in response to abrasive trauma. Only dialysate levels
of CCL27/CTACK were unaffected by skin abrasion. Biomarker levels in the homogenates corre-
sponded to dialysate levels for CCL27/CTACK, CXCL1/GROα, CXCL8/IL-8, and IL-6. However,
IL-1α showed an inverse trend in response to trauma, and biopsy levels of MIF were unchanged.
GM-CSF, CXCL10/IP-10, TNF-α, and VEGF were not detected in the biopsy homogenates. Our
results suggest that the human ex vivo skin model is a reliable approach to study early events after
disruption of the skin barrier.
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1. Introduction

The skin is the largest human organ, and it serves as an important outer barrier against
harmful elements in our environment, e.g., sunlight, pathogens, and mechanical trauma,
in addition to being an important immunological organ which also has neuroendocrine
functions [1]. A breach of the skin barrier compromises the body’s first line of defense,
making a quick and effective repair of the barrier vital. Several cell types are implicated
in barrier restoration through secretion of signaling molecules such as cytokines and
growth factors [2]. A timely and controlled release of these mediators is important to
avoid disturbances in the barrier physiology, which makes these molecules highly relevant
readouts when investigating barrier-disrupted skin [2,3].

Several noninvasive methods have been used to study barrier function,
e.g., measurements of trans-epidermal water loss, laser scanning microscopy, and Ra-
man spectroscopy [4,5], but these approaches are unable to assess the cellular responses to
barrier disruption in terms of mediator release. In contrast, skin microdialysis enables the
extraction of soluble biomarkers released into the interstitial fluid in a minimally invasive
manner. Thus, microdialysis sampling facilitates real-time monitoring of cutaneous events
through recovery of endogenous and exogenous molecules from the target organ [6,7].
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Punch biopsies may serve as an alternative approach by facilitating the identification of
biomarkers via immunohistochemistry or tissue homogenization, followed by gene expres-
sion analysis [8]. However, as opposed to skin microdialysis that allows for continuous
sampling, biopsies only provide brief snapshots of continuous processes and are considered
more invasive in nature [9].

Studies of skin-barrier homeostasis are often carried out using animal models, which are
easily accessible, but they do not accurately portray all aspects of the human organ [10–12].
Clinical studies, on the other hand, are expensive and time-consuming to conduct, which
highlights the need for suitable human models to investigate the cellular responses to
skin-barrier disruption.

Excised human skin has previously been used to examine regeneration of the outer
skin layer, stratum corneum, after cyanoacrylate skin surface stripping [13–15] and the
release of biomarkers from skin-resident cells after perturbation of the barrier [16,17]. Yet,
these studies focused on a very limited number of biomarkers (e.g., interleukin (IL)-6 and
IL-8 assessed by Döge et al. [16]) or an isolated cutaneous compartment (e.g., epidermal
biomarker expression studied by Pfannes et al. [17]).

In this paper, we present an alternative model to study the early responses (i.e., within
the first 24 h) to skin-barrier disruption by subjecting human ex vivo skin to abrasive
trauma, followed by an extensive biomarker profiling of the interstitial fluid using micro-
dialysis sampling (Figure 1). Furthermore, analysis of human skin biopsy homogenates
was included to compare biomarker profiles between the two methods.
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Figure 1. The human ex vivo skin model. (a) A schematic representation of the experimental model used to study acute
changes in biomarker levels after disruption of the epidermal barrier on human ex vivo skin specimens. Abrasive trauma is
applied to excised human skin, followed by sampling of biomarkers released from the skin-resident cells using microdialysis.
Individual elements are not depicted to scale. (b) Cross-section of a microdialysis membrane within the skin. Scale bar: 100 µm.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Skin Specimens

Human abdominal skin was obtained from individuals undergoing cosmetic surgery
(n = 10). Due to anonymization of the donors, the skin was obtained and used in this study
in accordance with the Danish Act on Research Ethics Review of Health Research Projects,
Section 14 (3) concerning the use of anonymized human material for research purposes
and the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2. Skin Barrier Disruption

The skin was prepared by mechanical removal of subcutaneous fat followed by exci-
sion of smaller skin specimens measuring approximately 4 × 5 cm, which were washed
briefly in ethanol, antifungals, and sterile saline. Four skin specimens were prepared
from each of the first five skin donors (D1–D5; used for proof-of-concept experiments),
whereas two skin specimens were prepared from each of the following five donors (D6–D10;
main experiments). Half of the skin specimens from each donor were subjected to abra-
sive trauma, while the other half were used as negative control (no abrasive trauma).
Skin-barrier disruption was carried out by abrading the epidermal side 15 times back
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and forth with sandpaper (grit size 150), in line with previous studies [18–20]. In the
proof-of-concept experiments (assessing IL-1α, IL-6, and MIF), two 21G cannulas were
inserted into each skin specimen, whereas three guide cannulas were inserted in the main
experiments (complete biomarker profiling). After abrasion, the skin specimens were
incubated inside petri dishes on stainless-steel grids with culture medium underneath
(DMEM supplemented with 5% FCS, 2 mM GlutaMAX, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, and
5 µg/mL recombinant human insulin) to simulate an air–liquid interface. The skin was
incubated at 37 ◦C in humidified air with 5% CO2 for 6 and 24 h (the latter only for in
the proof-of-concept experiments) before microdialysis sampling was carried out. These
timepoints were included to study early (but not acute) events associated with release of
trauma-associated biomarkers.

2.3. Microdialysis Setup

Following incubation, the skin specimens were pinned dermal side down onto Sty-
rofoam with a moist tissue paper in between to keep the tissue hydrated. Microdialysis
probes with a 3000 kDa molecular weight cutoff (Ultra High Flux, EP Medical, Copenhagen,
Denmark) were inserted intradermally through the tip of the guide cannulas, which were
then removed. To ensure proper flow, the entire setup was tilted at a 45◦ angle before
probe perfusion with Ringer lactate supplemented with 1% human albumin + 4 mM lactic
acid at a flow rate of 0.8 µL/min. Sampling was carried out at room temperature for
2 h with continuous dialysate collection in PCR tubes covered with Parafilm to minimize
evaporation. Fluid recovery was monitored gravimetrically, and samples were stored at
−80 ◦C until analysis.

2.4. Protein Extraction from Punch Biopsies

Three 3 mm punch biopsies were extracted from each skin specimen prior to microdialysis
sampling at least 1.5 cm away from the inserted probes. Biopsies were stored at−80 ◦C until
homogenization of the tissue, which was performed using a Precellys Evolution homogenizer
coupled to a Cryolys cooling system (Bertin Technologies, Montigny-le-Bretonneux, France)
keeping the temperature at max 4 ◦C. Triplicate biopsies (from the same skin specimen)
were pooled in homogenizer vials (MK28-R, Bertin Technologies, Montigny-le-Bretonneux,
France) and 1 mL of extraction solution (lysis buffer; Tris/Saline/EDTA buffer with 1%
Triton X-100 + cOmplete Protease Inhibitor cocktail, Roche, Basel, Switzerland) was added
before the tissue was processed at 6800 rpm for 8 × 30 s. Vials were spun at 20,000× g for
10 min at 4 ◦C before supernatants were extracted. The total protein concentration was
determined for all extracts using the Bradford assay, and biopsy extracts were adjusted to a
total protein concentration of 100 µg/µL prior to biomarker profiling using the enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits listed below.

2.5. Sample Analysis

Dialysates from proof-of-concept experiments (skin donor D1–D5; assayed for IL-1α,
IL-6, and MIF) and tissue homogenates (punch biopsies from skin donor D6–D10; assayed
for all 10 biomarkers) were analyzed using commercially available ELISA kits from R&D
(Minneapolis, MN): Human CCL27/CTACK DuoSet (cat. no. DY376), human GM-CSF Du-
oSet (cat. no. DY215), human CXCL1/GROα DuoSet (cat. no. DY275), human CXCL8/IL-8
DuoSet (cat. no. DY208), human CXCL10/IP-10 DuoSet (cat. no. DY266), human IL-1α
DuoSet (cat. no. DY200), human IL-6 DuoSet (cat. no. DY206), human MIF DuoSet
(cat. no. DY289), human TNF-α DuoSet (cat. no. DY210), and human VEGF DuoSet (cat.
no. DY293B). Duplicate dialysates from the proof-of-concept experiments (D1–D5) were
pooled prior to quantification of IL-1α, IL-6, and MIF. Dialysates from the main experi-
ments (D6–D10) were analyzed as individual samples (no pooling of samples from triplicate
probes) in technical duplicates using the Meso Scale Discovery (MSD) U-PLEX assay. The
9-plex MSD assay was used for quantification of all biomarkers apart from MIF, which was
analyzed separately by ELISA due to high tissue concentrations.
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2.6. Histology of Microdialysis Membranes within the Skin

A 6 mm skin biopsy was made perpendicular over an inserted microdialysis mem-
brane and stored in formalin at room temperature overnight. Excess formalin was washed
out by agitating the biopsy for 2 h in 0.9% NaCl solution. The tissue was protected from
freeze damage by incubating in a 30% sucrose with 0.9% NaCl solution for 10 min before it
was embedded in optimal cutting temperature compound (OCT) compound (Agar Scien-
tific Ltd., Stansted, UK) and sectioned into 30 µm sections using a Cryotome™ FSE Cryostat
(Thermo Scientific, Loughborough, UK). The cryosections were mounted on microscope
slides and stained with hematoxylin and eosin to visualize placement of the microdialysis
membrane inside the skin.

2.7. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses were conducted using GraphPad Prism version 8.2.1 (GraphPad
Software, San Diego, CA, USA). Mean values of control and trauma groups were compared
using the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test (one-tailed; the a priori hypothesis
entailed increasing levels of trauma-associated biomarkers) due to the small sample size.
Outliers were identified using the Grubbs’ test. Biomarker levels above zero but below
the MSD assay limit of quantification (defined as the lower limit of detection stated by the
manufacturer) were set to the value of the lower limit of quantification (LLOQ). This value
was also used for subsequent statistical analyses.

3. Results

A proof-of-concept study was carried out by assessing extracellular levels of three
biomarkers associated with early phase tissue trauma in excised skin from five individual
donors. IL-1α, IL-6, and macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF) were sampled
by microdialysis 6 and 24 h after abrasive disruption of the skin barrier, to allow for de
novo synthesis and release of biomarkers, and subsequently quantified in the dialysates
using ELISA. All three biomarkers were significantly upregulated in the skin 6 h after the
abrasive procedure compared with background levels detected in control skin specimens
(Figure 2). After 24 h, levels of IL-1α, IL-6, and MIF were significantly above the levels
measured in control specimens (Figure 2), despite concentrations of IL-1α decreasing to
near-background levels (Figure 2a). Levels of IL-6 were significantly higher in control
specimens after 24 h (p = 0.0312) (Figure 2b), whereas background levels of IL-1α (Figure 2a)
and MIF (Figure 2c) did not change significantly from 6 to 24 h of incubation. Due to a
decreasing signal-to-noise ratio from 6 to 24 h post barrier disruption, only the 6 h timepoint
was included in the subsequent experiments. To assess the impact of skin incubation, tissue
viability was assessed in response to incubation time by histological examination of skin
specimens, showing that tissue integrity was well maintained after 24 h of incubation
(Figure S1), and proliferating basal keratinocytes (assessed by Ki67 staining) persisted
within the first 48 h of incubation (Figure S2).

Skin specimens were obtained from five new donors, and seven additional biomark-
ers were added to the panel, now comprising 10 different cytokines, chemokines,
and growth factors associated with skin-barrier repair: chemokine (C–C motif) ligand
27 (CCL27)/cutaneous T-cell-attracting cytokine (CTACK), granulocyte-macrophage colony-
stimulating factor (GM-CSF), chemokine (C–X–C motif) ligand (CXCL)1/growth-regulated
oncogene α (GROα), CXCL8/IL-8, CXCL10/interferon-γ-induced protein 10 (IP-10),
IL-1α, IL-6, MIF, tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), and vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF). Biomarkers were collected from the skin specimens 6 h after abrasive disruption
of the barrier using microdialysis. The dialysates were analyzed using the MSD multiplex
platform instead of ELISA, as the MSD assay facilitated highly sensitive detection of multi-
ple analytes in a single sample. Furthermore, the MSD platform is capable of analyzing
smaller sample volumes, thereby enabling the extension of the biomarker panel along with
measurements of individual samples (as opposed to pooling of samples prior to analysis).
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Figure 2. Dialysate levels of (a) IL-1α, (b) IL-6, and (c) MIF obtained from five individual skin donors
and quantified by ELISA. Unaffected control and barrier-disrupted (trauma) skin specimens were
prepared for each donor and incubated for 6 or 24 h prior to microdialysis sampling. Two probes
were inserted into each skin specimen, and dialysates from duplicate probes were pooled prior
to biomarker quantification. Numbers above the bars indicate p-values obtained from Wilcoxon
matched-pairs signed rank test. LLOQ = lower limit of quantification (only depicted in graphs with
measurements below LLOQ).

Nine of the 10 biomarkers were significantly upregulated in dialysates after skin bar-
rier disruption across the five donors; GM-CSF, CXCL1/GROα, CXCL8/IL-8, CXCL10/IP-
10, IL-1α, IL-6, MIF, TNF-α, and VEGF (Figure 3). Only levels of CCL27/CTACK were not
significantly affected 6 h after disruption of the skin barrier (Figure 3a). Overall, the average
intersubject variability in dialysate levels (measured as the coefficient of variation) was 61%,
whereas the average variability across replicate probes from the same skin specimen (the
“intrasubject variability”) was 23%. The intrasubject variability might be further reduced
in future studies if the insertion depth is guided by ultrasound scanning, but this was
not performed as part of the current study due to lack of access to suitable equipment.
However, it is generally accepted that consistent use of the same skilled operator leads
to minimal variations in probe placement [1–3] (refer to Figure 1b for an example of the
intradermal positioning of a microdialysis membrane).

In order to compare microdialysis sampling with an alternative technique, three 3 mm
punch biopsies were extracted from all skin specimens, immediately before microdialysis
sampling was commenced, and then homogenized to determine total tissue concentrations
(intracellular + extracellular) of the biomarkers (Figure 4). Six out of 10 biomarkers were
detected in the homogenates; CCL27/CTACK, CXCL1/GROα, CXCL8/IL-8, IL-1α, IL-6,
and MIF, whereas GM-CSF, CXCL10/IP-10, TNF-α, and VEGF were not found in levels
above the LLOQ (Figure 4 and Table 1). Homogenate concentrations of CXCL1/GROα

(Figure 4b), CXCL8/IL-8 (Figure 4c), and IL-6 (Figure 4e) were significantly increased in
response to disruption of the skin barrier, whereas an outlier (D6) rendered the trend toward
decreasing biopsy levels of IL-1α insignificant (Figure 4d). The total tissue concentrations
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of CCL27/CTACK (Figure 4a) and MIF (Figure 4f) measured in the homogenates were not
significantly affected by the abrasive procedure.
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Figure 3. Dialysate levels of (a) CCL27/CTACK, (b) GM-CSF, (c) CXCL1/GROα, (d) CXCL8/IL-8, (e) CXCL10/IP-10,
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p-values obtained from Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test. LLOQ = lower limit of quantification (only depicted in
graphs with measurements below LLOQ).

Table 1. Changes in biomarker levels in dialysates and biopsies 6 h after skin barrier disruption.

Biomarker Dialysates 1 Biopsies 1

CCL27/CTACK ↔ ↔
GM-CSF ↑ BLOQ

CXCL1/GROα ↑ ↑
CXCL8/IL-8 ↑ ↑

CXCL10/IP-10 ↑ BLOQ
IL-1α ↑ (↓)
IL-6 ↑ ↑
MIF ↑ ↔

TNF-α ↑ BLOQ
VEGF ↑ BLOQ

1 ↑: Significantly upregulated, ↓: significantly downregulated, (↓): a trend toward downregulation, ↔: no
significant change, BLOQ: below lower limit of quantification.

The impact of skin-barrier disruption on the biomarker levels detected in dialysates
and skin biopsy homogenates is summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 4. Total tissue levels of (a) CCL27/CTACK, (b) CXCL1/GROα, (c) CXCL8/IL-8, (d) IL-1α,
(e) IL-6, and (f) MIF measured 6 h post abrasion in skin biopsy homogenates by ELISA, normal-
ized to total protein content. Data are depicted for biopsies obtained from barrier-disrupted skin
specimens (trauma) or control specimens from five individual skin donors after 6 h of incubation.
Numbers above the bars indicate p-values obtained from Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test.
LLOQ = lower limit of quantification (only depicted in graphs with measurements below LLOQ).

4. Discussion

Prior to initiation of the experimental work presented in this paper, validation exper-
iments assessing sampling efficiency of the 10 target analytes were performed [21]. The
relative skin recoveries measured were all above the feasibility threshold of 4–5% [22]
with the exception of CXCL10/IP-10 [21]. Despite the low relative skin recovery of
CXCL10/IP-10 (0.9%), the biomarker was included in the extended biomarker panel since
the increased sensitivity of the MSD platform compared with ELISA was expected to enable
successful detection [23,24].

Corresponding to previous reports, an overall increase in extracellular levels of the
10 biomarkers was observed both in the proof-of-concept study and in the main exper-
iments after abrasive disruption of the skin barrier ex vivo. In line with our findings,
a rapid release of GM-CSF following tape stripping or chemical perturbation of the skin
barrier has been described by other groups [17,25,26], as has the release of CXCL1/GROα,
CXCL8/IL-8, CXCL10/IP-10, and TNF-α in both mice and humans [3,17,25,27–30].
Similarly, upregulation of another trauma-associated marker, IL-6, has been reported
in response to human and murine skin-barrier perturbation [17,31,32]. VEGF is known to
play a role in the later angiogenic phase of wound healing, but there are several studies
showing an immediate secretion of the growth factor as a consequence of skin-barrier
disruption [33–35], which is corroborated by the present study. The proinflammatory
cytokine IL-1α is prestored in keratinocytes and serves as an acute damage signal [36,37].
This is reflected by the increasing dialysate concentrations of IL-1α observed in this study
after mechanical disruption of the skin barrier. The decrease in IL-1α to near-basal levels
24 h post abrasion has also been reported by other groups performing physical and chem-
ical barrier disruption [28,36]. In agreement with the literature, we observed relatively
high extracellular levels of the ubiquitously expressed [38] skin cytokine MIF in control
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skin specimens [39,40], and the cytokine was clearly upregulated in response to barrier
perturbation. Conversely, levels of CCL27/CTACK were not affected by the abrasive treat-
ment, despite previous reports of an upregulation in wounded skin [41,42]. A constitutive
dermal expression of CCL27/CTACK [41,42] may explain our results if probe insertion
mediates a release from damaged cells, which could potentially mask a slight increase
in CCL27/CTACK secretion following skin-barrier disruption. It is also possible that the
discrepancy between previous reports and levels of CCL27/CTACK observed in this study
is a matter of kinetics, since only a single timepoint was assessed. Hence, microdialysis
may be used in future studies to investigate the dynamic nature of biomarker release by
performing continuous sampling to obtain a kinetic profile.

When comparing dialysate concentrations with the biomarker levels measured in ho-
mogenized skin biopsies, the effect of skin-barrier disruption was similar for CCL27/CTACK,
CXCL1/GROα, CXCL8/IL-8, and IL-6 using the two approaches. However, the clear
increase in dialysate levels of MIF following skin-barrier disruption was not mirrored by
the total tissue levels, as no significant change in MIF concentrations was seen in the biopsy
homogenates. This could be explained by the fact that skin biopsy extracts reflect both
intra- and extracellular biomarker concentrations, whereas microdialysis sampling reveals
changes in the extracellular biomarker levels. Since MIF is pre-formed in the skin [38],
the intracellular levels may mask the amount released into the extracellular space upon
disruption of the skin barrier. Likewise, the IL-1α response to skin-barrier disruption ap-
peared opposite using the two methods; dialysate concentrations were increased in barrier
disrupted skin, whereas the total tissue levels determined from homogenized skin biopsies
seemed to decrease in response to abrasive skin trauma. The drop in extracellular IL-1α
levels over time, which was observed in the proof-of-concept experiments, could indicate a
breakdown of the cytokine once it is released from the cells. This might account for the
decrease in total tissue levels; if the amount of IL-1α released in response to skin barrier is
metabolized faster than the intracellular stores are replenished, the total tissue content will
decrease. This potential explanation points to an advantage of microdialysis, despite its
methodological challenges (reviewed in [6]); this technique enables quantification of the ex-
tracellular biomarker levels, which are in fact determining the skin response, as opposed to
biopsy homogenates portraying a combination of intra- and extracellular levels. However,
the use of skin biopsies may be a suitable approach if the biomarker of interest cannot be
recovered in sufficient amounts by microdialysis; either due to sampling-related issues
caused by the physicochemical characteristics of the target analyte or due to analytical
issues related to sample volume or detection assay sensitivity [6].

For the expanded biomarker profiling in this proof-of-concept study, the 6 h timepoint
was chosen to allow for de novo synthesis of the relevant biomarkers, but earlier timepoints
could also be investigated in future studies to assess the release of preformed mediators.
Comparing the 6 and 24 h timepoints, we found a spontaneous increase in background
levels of IL-6, which could indicate a decrease in skin viability over time, despite histological
assessments indicating that tissue integrity and viability was well maintained within the
first 24 h of incubation (Figures S1 and S2). Döge et al. also reported increasing background
levels over time [28], and, while there was still a significant effect of the abrasive treatment
at the later time point, we decided to focus on the 6 h timepoint for the main experiments
due to a better signal-to-noise ratio. Furthermore, the use of excised skin involves the
absence of blood flow, which leads to a deficient supply of oxygen and nutrients to the
tissue, as well as a lack of cellular recruitment. The latter is well known to take place as
part of the acute response to skin trauma; however, a previous study did not report of
cellular infiltration in mechanically disrupted human skin within the first 6 h post barrier
disruption [27]. Thus, we believe that the ex vivo model is still valid and providing valuable
information within this time frame.

An increase in trauma-associated biomarkers following probe insertion has been
described by other groups [43,44]. The low background dialysate levels measured in this
study indicate that the insertion trauma is insignificant compared with the increase caused
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by abrasive disruption of the skin barrier. Yet, appropriate negative controls must always
be included as this will reveal any background signal that may otherwise be interpreted as
a direct effect of the abrasive procedure.

We observed a notable intersubject variability in biomarker levels, which has also
been described by other groups [45–47]. This variation is likely caused by a combination of
several factors such as differences in skin thickness, the abrasive procedure, intradermal
membrane insertion, and general biological differences across individuals. Our data
revealed that the intersubject variability exceeded the intrasubject variability (being the
variation between replicate probes), in keeping with previous reports [47,48]. In future
studies, assessment of intradermal membrane positioning using ultrasound and histological
evaluation of the impact of the abrasive procedure could be used to control for technical
variations across individual skin specimens. A limitation of the present study is the low
number of skin donors, but the experimental approach may still be applied to future
studies, e.g., as a preclinical tool to evaluate the efficacy of products designed to accelerate
barrier repair. Our findings highlight the importance of including a sufficient number of
skin donors in future studies.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, the results presented in this paper indicate that microdialysis sampling
of biomarkers from the interstitial fluid of human ex vivo skin specimens could be a
useful tool to study the acute events following skin-barrier disruption. Subsequent sample
analysis using a multiplex platform adds significant value to this approach. We suggest that
this model may be used in future studies to investigate additional biomarkers implicated
in skin-barrier restoration and to assess the effect of novel treatments intended for skin-
barrier disorders.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3
390/dermato1020008/s1, Figure S1: Changes in skin morphology in response to incubation time,
Figure S2: Changes in Ki67 expression in response to incubation time.
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